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Kill Bill and the Modern Samurai 

Kill Bill Vol. 1, released in 2003, and Kill Bill Vol. 2, released in 2004, are two films 

directed by Quentin Tarantino. The two movies were produced in conjunction with one another, 

but released separately as producer Harvey Weinstein believed that Tarantino needed to split the 

film to reach a wider audience. Kill Bill, a broader name used to reference both films, is 

described by Tarantino as a “grindhouse epic” that centers around a character named Beatrix 

Kiddo, played by Uma Thurman. Kiddo is a caucasian woman involved in an assassination troop 

named the Deadly Viper Assassination Squad. The squad is made up of five other characters, 

O-Ren Ishii, Vernita Green, Elle Driver, Budd, and Bill. The story centers around the squad’s 

betrayal of Kiddo while she is pregnant at her wedding, and her subsequent journey of revenge 

against them. The Kill Bill movies very openly take inspiration from and attempt to pay homage 

to both Chinese and Japanese cinema. Tarantino has referred to his inspirations for Kill Bill as 

“Asian grindhouse,” calling into question his intentions when paying homage to Asian cinema. 

Appropriation is front and center in Kill Bill as Tarantino attempts to pay respectful homage to 

Chinese and Japanese cinema, yet many of the references reinforce media stereotypes. By 

looking closely at the actions of Tarantino himself, and the actions of the characters in the Kill 

Bill films, one can see that many of the homages paid were not respectful and were appropriated 

from Asian culture and cinema instead. 
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Most of the Asian characters in the films perpetuate a phenomenon that is described in 

Jane Chi Hyun Park’s article Yellow Future: Oriental Style in Hollywood Cinema as, 

“Celebratory yellowface—a process in which white, black, and Latino/a filmmakers appropriate 

and perform their renditions of East Asian cultures and stereotypes.”  Many filmmakers do not 1

intend to incorporate “celebratory yellowface” into their films, rather they do so by attempting to 

pay homage or take inspiration from East Asian cinema. The Asian characters in the Kill Bill 

movies perpetuate this by being Tarantino’s renditions of various East Asian stereotypes. Three 

characters, O-Ren Ishii, Pai Mei, and Gogo Yubari perpetuate three specific stereotypes through 

“celebratory yellowface.” 

O-Ren Ishii is a half-Japanese, half-Chinese-American character who is played by Lucy 

Liu, a Chinese-American actress. Ishii falls into the traditional dragon lady stereotype, as she is 

not only a deadly assassin trained in marksmanship and martial arts, but also a yakuza boss with 

an army at her side called the “Crazy 88s.” The dragon lady stereotype is one often used to create 

a villain out of Asian women, and to create a sense of yellow peril, or fear of the Asian character. 

One homage heavy scene during the first Kill Bill film is the anime sequence detailing Ishii’s 

childhood tragedies. In the film, Ishii’s parents are killed by a powerful yakuza boss. She then 

goes on to avenge her parents, taking advantage of the fact that the yakuza boss is a pedophile, 

killing him and two of his bodyguards. The anime sequence then details how Ishii went on to 

become a top assassin, gaining notoriety and wealth in the process. This fact feeds into her 

dragon lady arch, because it is not explained in the film why Ishii continues to be an assassin 

after avenging her parents death successfully, complimenting the dragon lady ideal that Asian 

1 Park, Jane Chi Hyun. Yellow Future. 137. 
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women are not only dangerous but also mysterious.  

The entire mid-movie anime sequence pays homage to one of Tarantino’s favorite 

influences for Kill Bill, Toshiya Fujita’s 1973 film, Lady Snowblood. Not only is there a similar 

anime sequence mid-film in Lady Snowblood, but it is believed that both Kiddo and Ishii are 

inspired from characters in the film.  Due to the fact that Ishii’s character is heavily inspired by 2

Lady Snowblood, the argument can be made that Tarantino has appropriated from Asian cinema 

instead of paying homage. The homage paid to Lady Snowblood has in no way empowered Asian 

people, but instead has reinforced the dragon lady stereotype. Tarantino has disputed this idea 

indirectly, stating: 

“I’m kind of secretly hoping that Kill Bill inspires some thirteen-year-old girl to put up a 

poster of Uma Thurman in her Day-Glo track suit, or maybe causes some Asian teenager 

who doesn’t have any role models to look up at Lucy Liu on the screen and feel 

empowered.”  3

Tarantino’s language here presents an interesting look at how he views these stereotypes, which 

will be discussed later on. One could argue that the dragon lady stereotype does empower Asian 

women by creating powerful characters out of them. In reality, the dragon lady stereotype is 

demeaning to Asian women because it keeps the characters they play in a realm of mystery and 

violence rather than heroism and strength. Ishii’s personal bodyguard, Gogo Yubari, portrays a 

different stereotype of Asian characters in hollywood cinema. 

The over-sexualized Asian woman stereotype has found itself deeply rooted in American 

media works for many years. One character in Kill Bill Vol. 1, Gogo Yubari, a 17 year old 

2 Hunt, Leon, and Leung Wing-Fai, editors. East Asian Cinemas. 225. 
 
3 Hunt, Leon, and Leung Wing-Fai, editors. East Asian Cinemas. 225. 
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Japanese girl who acts as O-Ren Ishii’s personal bodyguard, falls into this stereotype heavily. 

Gogo is played by Japanese actress Chiaki Kuriyama. Throughout her time in the film she dons a 

classic schoolgirl outfit, a popular symbol of the sexualized Asian woman. During one scene in 

the movie, Gogo is sitting at a bar with a much older man, she turns to him and asks “Do you 

want to screw me?” to which, after a short laugh, the man replies “Yes.” Gogo proceeds to stab 

him with a sword, asking “How about now, big boy? Do you still wish to penetrate me?... Or is it 

I who has penetrated you?” This scene being one of the only non-fight scenes Gogo is involved 

in portrays her sexuality as the only aspect of her personality other than violence. The Gogo 

Yubari character is an attempt to pay homage to Kuriyama’s character in Kinji Fukasaku’s 2000 

film, Battle Royale. In Battle Royale, Kuriyama portrays an equally over-sexualized teenager. 

During one scene in Battle Royale, Kuriyama’s character intentionally stabs a male character in 

the groin, taking pleasure in doing so. In the same vein as the dragon lady stereotype, the 

over-sexualized stereotype demeans Asian women and keeps the characters they are portraying 

one dimensional and villainous. The third and final Asian character to be fully humanized in the 

Kill Bill movies is Pai Mei, who reinforces another stereotype of Asian characters. 

Pai Mei appears in Kill Bill Vol. 2 during Kiddo’s flashbacks to her training and learning 

of “Kung Fu.” Pai Mei is introduced as a xenophobic, old, Asian man with a long grey beard and 

stereotypical clothes. Throughout all the scenes where Pai Mei is shown, there are no references 

to meditation, Buddhism, or any other Japanese religious practices. Although he “despises” 

caucasian women, Pai Mei agrees to teach Kiddo the “mysteries of Kung Fu.” Pai Mei pays 

homage to many Kung Fu movies from many cultures and fits the description of the Oriental 

Monk stereotype. The Oriental Monk is described in Jane Naomi Iwamura’s article, Virtual 
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Orientalism: Asian Religions and American Popular Culture, as “A critical concept and is meant 

to cover a wide range of religious figures from a variety of ethnic backgrounds.” Iwamura goes 

on to describe the Oriental Monk, “His spiritual commitment, his calm demeanor, his Asian face, 

his manner of dress and–most obviously–his peculiar gendered character.”  Iwamura’s 4

description of the Oriental Monk perfectly matches a description one would give of the character 

Pai Mei. Tarantino’s rendition of the Oriental Monk adds a xenophobic aspect to the already 

demeaning stereotype. One could argue that Pai Mei does not fall into the “celebratory 

yellowface” category that O-Ren Ishii falls into, due to his added personality traits that make him 

a hateful person on top of his stereotypical character. One example of an Oriental Monk 

stereotype that does not add these layers is Mr. Miyagi from the 1984 film, The Karate Kid. Mr. 

Miyagi stands in contrast from Pai Mei due to the fact that while he too promises to teach the 

“mysteries of Kung Fu,” he is not xenophobic and does not have any hatred towards any one 

person or group of people. Ironically, some may say that the use of the Oriental Monk is not 

outright appropriation, yet Tarantino’s tweaking of the stereotype adds a level of appropriation 

that is undeniable. Tarantino’s actions throughout the production, release, and aftermath of the 

Kill Bill films paint another picture of appropriation that the characters within the films alone do 

not. 

Leon Hunt and Leung Wing-Fai describe Tarantino in their article, East Asian Cinemas: 

Exploring Transnational Connections on Film, as an “Asiaphile,” Tarantino has seemingly 

expressed a yearning to “be an Asian film-maker”: 

“I wanted to immerse myself so much in that style of filmmaking so that the things they 

4 Iwamura, Jane Naomi. Virtual Orientalism. 6. 
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did would be second nature to me … I was like someone who lived in Hong Kong in the 

Seventies.”   5

Tarantino’s desire to be an Asian filmmaker, or even to be an Asian man, complicates the 

implications of his actions and the implementation of stereotypes in the Kill Bill films. Tarantino 

and many other directors work within “an economy of connoisseurship.”  Creating fan bases and 6

personas that thrive on knowing everything about the culture they take inspiration from. Many 

cast members recount that although Yuen Wo-ping was hired as the fight choreographer for the 

Kill Bill films, Tarantino essentially acted as the fight choreographer and downplayed the input 

Yuen had.  Tarantino’s statement, of which was discussed briefly earlier in this paper, 7

complicates his respect for Asian people: 

“I’m kind of secretly hoping that Kill Bill inspires some thirteen-year-old girl to put up a 

poster of Uma Thurman in her Day-Glo track suit, or maybe causes some Asian teenager 

who doesn’t have any role models to look up at Lucy Liu on the screen and feel 

empowered.”  8

From this statement, one can draw that Tarantino believes that Asian, and probably 

Asian-American, teenagers do not have enough role models. By saying this, and subsequently 

creating a new role model out of a stereotypical dragon lady character in O-Ren Ishii, Tarantino 

is effectively taking the task of creating respectable role models for Asian teenagers into his own 

hands. Tarantino’s use of stereotypes for Asian characters and few, if any, for his Asianised 

white characters such as Kiddo and Bill show that, “Ultimately, while Tarantino finds Asia 

5 Hunt, Leon, and Leung Wing-Fai, editors. East Asian Cinemas. 221. 
6 Hunt, Leon, and Leung Wing-Fai, editors. East Asian Cinemas. 222. 
7 Hunt, Leon, and Leung Wing-Fai, editors. East Asian Cinemas. 222. 
8 Hunt, Leon, and Leung Wing-Fai, editors. East Asian Cinemas. 225. 
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‘cool’, his sympathies remain with Asianised white protagonists, while the film reproduces 

Orientalist tropes of impenetrable psyches and exotic otherness.”  Tarantino obviously wishes to 9

“own” the Asian aesthetic, and attempts to, by appropriating many facets of it, while hoping his 

fans won't notice or care. 

Through both his own actions, and the actions of the characters he created for Kill Bill, 

Quentin Tarantino fails to respectfully pay homage to Asian cinemas, instead appropriating their 

works for his own benefit. O-Ren Ishii as a violent, mysterious dragon lady and Gogo Yubari as 

an over-sexualized Asian woman work together to stereotype Asian women into a few specific, 

and demeaning roles. Pai Mei takes the classic Oriental Monk character, and twists it into 

something much more evil, while still showing all of the problems the stereotype brings with it 

such as Asian practices being an “exotic otherness.” Tarantino’s role as a “gatekeeper” and a 

“connoisseur” position him as someone who wants to use Asian cinema, rather than pay homage 

to it. In conclusion, throughout the Kill Bill films, Director Quentin Tarantino appropriates many 

things from Asian cinemas in an attempt to pay respectful homage to those same cinemas. 

Tarantino fails to pay respectful homage in many areas due to these homages reinforcing 

stereotypes and because of his own actions during the production and aftermath of the films.  

9 Hunt, Leon, and Leung Wing-Fai, editors. East Asian Cinemas. 225. 
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